
 
A Pane in the Glass 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/483292603733313549/Reflections  

Breadth Assignment  
In this assignment you will demonstrate your mastery of Pattern, Unity/ Variety and Texture using multiple reflections 
in glass or mirrors. 

Take a look in the world around us. We are constantly mirrored in all sorts of shiny surfaces. Our environment is 
reflected glass, mirrors, chrome and water. Each of those surfaces have a million shapes. For instance, glass can 
be flat (like a window pane) or curved (like in the side of a wine glass). Each variation in shape will change what is 

reflected in it's own way. 

An ordinary work of art will show a simple reflection, usually of the camera or the surrounding sky and grass. An 
extraordinary work will show a reflection that ties in to and says something about WHAT is being reflected. Take a 

close look at the examples. Some are simple reflections, but others have a message or story. The chrome bits on 
the truck mirror the truck, not the sky or the camera. The ultra-modern glass skyscraper mirrors older buildings, 
showing the past and the future of architecture in the same picture.  

You can easily digitally manipulate this assignment in Photoshop by taking pictures of shiny surfaces and carefully 
lining up your shot to minimize your own reflection. Then you take another picture that you want reflected 
and composite it in. Use the BLEND MODES and OPACITY options on your layers to make the superimposed picture 

sink in to the shot and make it appear like it's part of the picture. Use the WARP option under EDIT-->TRANSFORM 
menu to curve your image around a surface. 
In each of the photos on the right, the Principle of Unity is demonstrated.  Can you tell me how the artist 

accomplished Unity in each of the samples? Where is the focal point in each of the works? Does the focal point 
placement follow the rules of thirds? Use your hand or piece of paper to block off part of the picture and center the 
focal point in each work. How does this affect the emotional content of the work and how successful the picture 

comes across as a work of art?  

 https://www.pinterest.com/pin/483292603733313549/ 

 
The Best of Reflective Photography for Self portraits in reflection 
Reflective self-portraits: Use store window, wide angle bus mirrors, use shiny pots and pans, find reflections in puddles dishes 

spoons and finally just a couple in everyday boring mirrors.  The camera can be an important part of the reflection in some 

cases.  

http://www.instantshift.com/2009/05/12/enjoy-the-70-more-moments-of-reflective-photography/ 
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